Our speaker this month is John Mitro who is a Business Development Manager for DELTA Controls in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The title of John’s presentation is "Current trends in Building Automation and operator interfaces - Dashboards".

John Mitro is a Certified Energy Manager – American Association of Energy Managers and has been involved in the building automation industry for over 25 years holding various position in the areas of system design, installation, service and sales management functions. His current assignment is to help promote business in various markets by educating potential commercial clients of the various means of analyzing, managing and reducing energy consumption.
Presidents corner

I want to thank everyone for allowing me to serve as chapter prescient this year. It has been a wonderful experience. The chapter has shown great attendance this year, and I hope that continues this month. We have made our R&P goals again this year. Thank you so much for your support of this vital aspect of our society. In that line, if there of anything you don't like about ASHRAE, get involved to change it. This is a volunteer organization, so it takes people willing to volunteer their time.

We will be on break during the three summer months, but several people will still be very active preparing for next year. Thanks again.

Ryan J. Hertter, PE
**Benefits of ASHRAE Membership**

- ASHRAE Journal
- ASHRAE Handbook
- Opportunities for Professional Development
- Networking (Meetings and Social Events)
- Access to ASHRAE.org and Publications
- Strengthening of Leadership Skills

**Attention New Members**

Beginning July 1, 2011, the decision was made to provide a complimentary 12-month subscription to ASHRAE Handbook Online to all new Members and Associates with an election date of July 1, 2011 and onward, since they will not receive their print or CD Handbook until June, 2012.

New members and associates will receive an email message with instructions on how to access their complimentary Handbook Online subscription.

This is a one-time benefit for new members.

**Questions / Comments**

If you or guests have questions about ASHRAE or membership, please contact me as follows:

Jack Griffith  
Membership Promotion Chair  
(901) 372-0404 (jackg@a2h.com)

---

**Member Notices**

Your Family....

- 137 countries
- 174 chapters
- 78 research initiatives
- 104 technical committees
- 119 standards and guidelines
- 51,000 members

....and we're looking for others to help us grow!

Email your MP Chair for more information and help us reach our Chapter goal of increasing membership by more than 10% this year!
ASHRAE Members,

Congratulations Memphis Chapter! We have exceeded our minimum goal of $10,500 for a total current donated amount of $11,264! Thanks to all who helped and sacrificed this year to make this happen.

I have listed all of the donors who are currently recognized by ASHRAE as donating this year. If you have donated already and don’t see your name on the list, please let me know.

There is nothing to say that we have to stop here! If you would still like to contribute, we have a secondary goal of exceeding the largest chapter total for the last five years. In 07/08 we raised $12,500 as a chapter, so we need another $1,237. We will receive the "High Five" award if we achieve this.

Thanks again for your continued support towards ASHRAE R&P!

Joey Matlock, RP
731-499-4102

**$1,000 or more**
- Carrier Corporation
- Memphis ASHRAE (golf tournament proceeds)
- Mills Wilson George Inc.

**$150 - $500**
- Jerry Gatlin
- Mike Bilderbeck
- Ryan Hertter
- Matt Miller
- Computer Environment
- Roger Buckmaster
- Tom Barrow Co.
- OGCB Inc.

**Up to $149**
- Joseph Anderson
- Leonard Kohr
- James Fleck
- Jeff Gatlin
- Engineered Mechanical Equipment
- Ryan Stephens
- Ron Thompson
- Joey Matlock
- James Patterson
- Aubrey Tucker
- Will McGehee
- Greg Brown
- Branham & Lloyd
- Russ Philips
- William McWatters
- James Holmes
- David Branch
- Russ Fletcher
- Daniel McKee
- James Corzine
- Pam Popejoy
- Ken Jack
- Misc. from 4-10-12 meeting
Local Members Network

We are extending the newsletter and the website to those who want to advertise "open" positions within your company so the local members will get the opportunity to see those positions.

We will also advertise individuals who have lost their job and want to solicit themselves to the local chapter.

This service will be free of charge for member companies or individuals.

These postings will run for 30 days unless otherwise requested.

Email the Webmaster with your postings

Gala Engineering, Inc. is looking for a full time Plumbing Designer. Minimum experience of five years in design of Plumbing and Fire Protection systems required.

Please send resumes to:

Gala Engineering, Inc.
Attn: James Fleck
7975 Stage Hills Blvd. Suite 5
Memphis, TN 38133

Or fax a resume to 901-373-2255

ASHRAE Career Center
http://www.ashraejobs.com/
ASHRAE has launched its full services Career Center for ASHRAE members and HVAC hiring authorities.

The Career Center is user friendly. The products and services match that of traditional big box boards such as Monster.com, yet the information and postings are specific to the ASHRAE Community. Job seekers have a shorter and more pleasurable search experience, and employers have immediate access to a pre-filtered pool of talent.

One unique feature is that Center highlights ASHRAE members. The online job application form requires an applicant to identify themselves by membership status. So does the resume posting form. And, employers can sort applications and resumes by their status. Why did we agree to keep this open to non ASHRAE members? Because career research is the fastest growing use of the web and we also see this service driving ASHRAE membership.